CSTEP FACULTY MENTORS

✓ Need extra assistance with a computer science or mathematics course you are struggling in?

✓ Do you have questions regarding career paths or future career possibilities?

Contact your CSTEP Faculty Mentors! They are here to help!

HILLSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Jose J. Galvis
Computer Science Instructor
Jgalvis3@hccfl.edu
Phone: 813-253-7832
Office: Brandon Campus, BACA 210-E

Dr. Sami Kadamani
Mathematics Professor/Engineering Club Advisor
skadamani@hccfl.edu
Phone: 813-253-7844
Office: Brandon Campus, BLRC 206

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA

Dr. Miguel Labrador
Associate Professor, CSE
labrador@cse.usf.edu
Phone: 813-974-3260
Office: ENB 332

Cesar Guerrero
Graduate Research Assistant, CSE
guerrerc@cse.usf.edu
Phone: 813-974-4100
Office: ENB 323